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ABSTRACT
Objectives: The dominant leg has always received special attention in public health practices and
even in professional clinical evaluation and interventions. The aim of this research study was to
methodically examine the substrate balance character of the non-dominant leg under dual task
conditions and visual deprivation to increase the baseline insight for maintaining body balance and
for fall prevention in aging adults.
Methods: Twenty healthy senior citizens with non-dominant left leg were conscripted into a crosssectional study, the aim of which was to examine one-legged standing balance strategy on a force
plate at Motor Control Laboratory in University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation Sciences,
Tehran, Iran. Four balance conditions with varied levels of difficulty, including: (a) single left leg
standing with open eyes; (b) single left leg standing with open eyes performing Stroop dual task;
(c) single left leg standing with eyes shut; and (d) single left leg standing with eyes shut under dual
task condition. These conditions were applied to assess balance function of the non-dominant leg
of the subjects.
Results: Repeated measurement tests revealed that among the six variables, namely Area, Mean
Velocity, Range Fore After, Range Side Way, Entropy X, and Entropy Y, that are measured by force
plate, only Entropy X did not have a significant difference between conditions (P<0.05).
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Discussion: Standing on non-dominant leg is a challenging task that requires a well-balanced
system to survive the primary decreased somatosensory input. Therefore, the examinee had to have
the requisite capabilities to cope with the changes caused when extra manipulation was included.
During the course of the study, the most challenging situation was encountered when the subjects
were standing on their non-dominant leg with eyes shut, which should be exactingly checked not to
create a risky point as an Achilles’ heel of balance system. It was observed that the non-dominant
leg was more susceptible to be affected when an aging adult did not have access to the visual input
or during performing dual tasks with eyes shut. It is thus recommended that such conditions should
be included in balance assessment tests or interventions.
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1. Introduction

uman beings are highly dependent on both
of their legs for performing work, during
leisure and while accomplishing daily activities. However, the importance of the
non-dominant leg is usually neglected in
practice and research. Comprehensive understanding
of balance mechanism is a prerequisite for any future
prevention plan in first, second or third level. This research study is thus aimed to contribute to the persisting
knowledge base on the above-mentioned topic. The idea
proposed in here is in accordance with Horak‘s opinion,
according to which obtaining thoughtful fundamental information may lead to the development of more effective
balance rehabilitation and fall prevention plans [1]. For
postural analyses, force plate is the most conventionally
used method that studies the Center of Pressure (COP)
sways in balance studies [2, 3]. It has also been proposed
that exploring the underlying nature of COP sways can
offer clues towards developing better means of managing displacement.
Although most studies in the field of balance inquiry
have been focused on double foot standing [2, 4], the
results obtained from them does not quite help in estimating the individual roles of the right and left foot
characteristics and their contributions and capabilities
in different circumstances. Hence, in this study we focused on the roles of the non-dominant foot, so as to
monitor, document, and understand its importance in
performing balance functions.
The study employed the dual task paradigm to analyze the balance pattern. In dual task conditions, the
person encounters an extra task along with the postural
task. Cognitive dual task also conveys the concept of
cognitive-postural interaction. According to Raymakers, the impact of cognition on posture deserves to be
studied more [5]. Additionally, to change the level of
upcoming challenge to balance system, visual input
can also be manipulated [6, 7]. Visual input in combination with the focus of attention is known to have
an added value in making the situation more complicated just like the circumstances that people encounter
in their real life. In the light of the above-mentioned
points, this study aimed to explore balance strategy of
healthy elderly individuals under cognitive dual task
which is complemented with altered visual input during the decreased somatosensory input of standing on
the non-dominant leg.
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2. Methods
Participants
A sample of twenty active young old with non-dominant left leg from Tehran was conscripted into a crosssectional study, which was aimed to examine one-legged
standing balance pattern on a force plate at Motor Control Laboratory in University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation Sciences, Tehran, Iran. Based on previous
medical history, twenty healthy participants including 14
males and 6 females were recruited in the study. Descriptive information was the mean age of 61.15±1.95 years,
166.9±7.07 centimeters height, weight of 73.9±8.89 kg,
and BMI average factor of 26.6±2.8 with MMSE mean
scores of 28.25±1.97. They were selected conveniently according to the inclusion criteria followed by four
health house centers that function under the supervision
of municipality and University of Social Welfare and Re-

habilitation Sciences, Tehran, Iran. The equation of:
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was used in this cross-sectional research to identify
convenient participant’s number for the conduct of the
study. The exclusion criteria included the presence of an
abnormality, fracture or contracture in spine or lower extremity, balance and vestibular problems, any neurologic
disorders, mental or psychological disorders, taking
medicines that may affect awareness, having diabetes or
any sensory problem, speech pathology and seizure or
epilepsy. Inclusion criteria included having an independent active living, due to which they were assumed to be
healthy and normal not being frail, and being able to follow the instructions. Ethical considerations of the study
were approved by University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation Sciences Ethical Committee.
Procedure
Four different conditions that were used to assess one
leg standing balance on force plate are as follows: Single
left leg standing with open eyes (condition “a”), Single
left leg standing with open eyes performing Stroop dual
task (condition “b”), Single left leg standing with eyes
shut (condition “c”) and Single left leg standing with
eyes shut under dual task condition (condition “d”).
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These tasks were performed in random order to avoid
practice or learning effect. The postural test protocol
encompassed standing on the non-dominant leg on the
force plate. It is worth mentioning that all the participants’ left legs were their non-dominant leg, so all test
procedures took place by standing on left leg for all participants without any exception.
Test commenced with describing the cognitive auditory Stroop dual task and 4 postural assessment conditions after filling out the consent form. Since the participants were unfamiliar with the specifications of the
Stroop task, three preliminary sample trials were executed by playing Stroop sounds through wireless earphone (LEM-NP10, Taiwan) while the participants were
in sitting position. The Stroop test, which was applied as
cognitive dual task for condition ‘b’ and ‘d’ consisted of
‘high’ and ‘low’ words which were played in either high
or low tone pitch [8].
The correct response to the test would be disregarding
the played word itself repeating the tone pitch rapidly.
For example, if the word low was produced in high tone
pitch, the right response would be “high” and vice versa.
Randomized congruency existed between word and its
tone. The microphone (LEM-NP10, Taiwan) also recorded the participants’ answers to the stimuli. The error
ratio (deduction of error numbers by total), and average
reaction time (latency in reacting to the stimulus) of
their responses were later analyzed and calculated from
these recorded answers [9].
Beginning of stimuli was in 500 ms, the time gap between two following stimuli was randomly calculated to
be either 2000 ms or 3000 ms so that anticipatory replies
can be eliminated from the study [10]. The participants
were required to stand on the force plate (Kistler- sensitivity: 10, sampling rate: 400 Hz) without shoes, eyeing forward, arms on their sides for 20 seconds in 4 distinct conditions that involved different levels of difficulty (adding
and removing visual inputs and Stroop task). They were
asked to undergo eight conditions that were performed on
a random basis so as to inhibit learning effect.
One minute seated rest interval was provided to the
participants so that the errors caused due to fatigue can
be avoided. For the sake of force plate precision, calibration was done prior to every trial. One of the most
important precautions that was taken care of was that
the raised leg (non-supporting one) should not have any
kind of contact with the force plate surface. In addition,
the participants were not allowed to perform small jumps
to balance their stance as many people do while standing
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on one leg (i.e. the participants were asked to stay on
one leg but the primary place of foot would be changed
after jumps). In the above described two circumstances
or in the case of stepping, the rule was violated and in
that case the acquired data was not considered void and
was not subjected to further analyses. The experiment
was performed at the University of Social Welfare and
Rehabilitation Sciences, Tehran, Iran.
Data analysis
The postural dependent variables that were considered
in the present investigation were categorized into two
groups: (1) linear variables, including mean velocity,
area, displacement in X axis (Range Side Way), and
range of anterior posterior sway in Y axis (Range Fore
After); and (2) nonlinear variables, including Entropy
X and Entropy Y. In addition, independent variables of
visual input and Stroop task during standing on one leg
were also considered in the study. Auditory Stroop task
(cognitive dual task) performance was measured by error ratio and reaction time.
Data analyses were performed by two statistical tests;
the repeated measurement analyses of variance for force
plate variables and the paired t-test for dual task data. The
statistical assumption of P<0.05 was the reference criteria
to accept the significant differences. The R2015a Matlab
program, Microsoft Office Excel 2013 and IBM SPSS
statistics 20 software were also used for data analyses.

3. Results
Repeated measurement analysis of variance revealed
that all postural variables were significantly different
except Entropy X (Table 1). Although the test conditions were performed with random order, the differences between them were maintained the symbol code
of a- b- c and d were ascribed to them without repeating
the full description of each condition every time it was
performed. The symbol ‘a’ denoted the single task eyes
open condition, ‘b’ referred to eyes open with dual task
condition, ‘c’ symbolized eyes shut single task condition and ‘d’ meant dual task with closed eyes condition.
Further Post hoc multiple comparisons for each postural
variable were performed:
Linear variables: Bonferroni method was used for the
detection of the exact conditions in which the differences existed between them.
Variable “Area”: Bonferroni test helped in the identification of the differences between conditions a-c
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Table 1. Repeated measure analyze of variance for all postural variables during four standing conditions

Postural
Variables

Repeated Measure Analyze of Variance

(a) Left Leg; Eyes
Open [M±SD]

(b) Left Leg; Eyes
Open; Dual Task
[M±SD]

(c) Left Leg;
Eyes Shut
[M±SD]

(d) Left Leg;
Eyes Shut; Dual
Task [M±SD]

Area

F(3.13)=26.96, P<0.0001

17.24±14.03

9.84±11.99

47.001±22.22

32.33±18.21

*

RFA

F(3.13)=10.22, P<0.0001

5.51±3.1

5.01±2.7

12.94±6.6

10.63±4.7

RSW

F(3.13)=30.48, P<0.0001

5.51±3.3

6.47±5.3

12.4±5.001

10.7±4.5

MV

F(3.13)=10.69, P<0.0008

8.3±0.07

7.6±0.04

17.5±0.1

13.8±0.04

Entropy X

F(3.13)=0.43, P=0.73

0.28±0.23

0.23±0.201

0.27±0.18

0.309±0.18

Entropy Y

F(3.13)=6.002, P=0.008

0.1007±0.09

0.14±0.15

0.26±0.16

0.202±0.13

*

*

*

*

RFA: Range Fore After; RSW: Range Side Way; MV: Mean Velocity;
Unit: Area=CM², RFA; RSW=CM; MV=CM/s
*Indicates the significancy in variable according to repeated measurement analyses of variance

(P<0.0001), a-d (P=0.02), b-c (P=0.0001) and b-d
(P<0.0001). Figure 1 represents mean area related to
each test condition.
Variable “mean velocity”: Bonferroni test helped
in the recognition of the differences between condition a-c (P=0.01), a-d (P=0.002), b-c (P=0.01) and b-d
(P=0.0003). Figure 2 depicts mean velocity means related to each test condition.
Variable “RSW”: Bonferroni test helped in the calculation of the differences between condition a-c (P<0.0001),
a-d (P=0.002), b-c (P=0.01) and b-d (P=0.0004). Figure
3 shows RSW means related to each test condition.
Variable “RFA”: Bonferroni test spotted the differences between condition a-c (P=0.001), a-d (P=0.01), b-c
(P=0.0005) and b-d (P=0.004). Figure 4 demonstrates
RFA means related to each test condition.

Nonlinear variables
Variable “Entropy X”: Repeated measurement showed
no significant differences between different test conditions. Figure 5 signifies Entropy X means related to each
test condition. Variable “Entropy Y”: Bonferroni test
helped in the identification of the differences between
condition a-c (P=0.008). Figure 6 denotes Entropy Y
means related to each test condition.
Stroop performance results
According to the results obtained from paired t-test there
were no significant differences between cognitive auditory dual task performances during standing on left limb in
open eye condition ‘b’ with the closed eyes condition ‘d’.
The exact results obtained are described follow; Reaction
time during eyes open condition ‘b’ [1.0790±0.06163]
and eyes shut condition ‘d’ [0.9919±0.06978],
t(13)=1.7, P=0.113, error ratio for eyes open conditionv
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(b) [0.1976±0.07479] and closed eyes condition (d)
[0.2252±0.06266], t(13)=-0.374, P=0.715.

sory input thus contributing to the balance system, the
condition ‘c’ eliminated access to this orienting source.
Balance system is known to be dependent on three main
sources of visual, vestibular and somatosensory inputs
[1, 6, 11]. Standing on one leg by itself is challenging
due to decreased somatosensory input. Hence, during
condition ‘a’ the participants were faced with the challenge of relying on the two other sources of vestibular
and visual inputs.

All participants were found to stand on one leg for 20
seconds, but when it came to dual task conditions or
closed eye conditions, these timings could not be maintained. Four participants were not able to do the task with
one feet-in-place response during some of these conditions, while many others used stepping strategy instead of
being able to maintain balance through the ankle strategy.
These four elderly could not concentrate to stay on force
plate without putting the raised leg on the floor either in
dual task conditions or during eyes closed conditions.

4. Discussion
The linear postural variable change trend during all four
conditions indicated that all four linear variables in this
study showed significant difference between the conditions:
(‘a’ and ‘c’), (‘a’ and ‘d’), (‘b’ and ‘c’) and (‘b’ and ‘d’).
Each two different conditions were scrutinized as follows. The existing differences between condition ‘a’ and
‘c’ were studied by recording the effects of visual input.
While condition ‘a’ allowed access to one major sen-

During condition ‘c’ the participants were deprived of
more than one source, due to which the load most likely
shifts towards the vestibular system. Three individuals’
balance system failed to endure the extra challenges of
condition ‘c’ and they could not accomplish the task.
These participants were not insisted on accomplishing
these tasks due to ethical concerns. Furthermore, their
failure was considered as an indicator of the level of difficulty of one leg standing even for healthy elderly individuals. This information can be used as an informative test
procedure for clinical and research methods to assess and
intervene in the balance system of the elderly population.
The second important point that needs to be discussed
is the significant differences between conditions ‘a’ and
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‘c’ from the perspective of increased means in all four
linear variables (as depicted in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4).
There is an obvious upward trend for Area, RFA, RSW,
MV from condition ‘a’ to ‘c’. Based on traditional assumptions, increased sway can be ascribed to poor balance. Since, condition ‘c’ was the only one that could not
be accomplished by all the participants, it was logical
to assume it to be the most difficult condition. In addition, the increased sway recorded in participants who
did accomplish the condition ‘c’ was indicative of poor
balance. According to new theoretical perspective of optimal variability [12-14], this increased amount may still
be at the optimal range of variability for those elderly
who were able to perform the test.
However, this concept does not represent eyes closed
condition as an easy test condition, but it only implies
that this increased sway may have happened in the neutral possible range of variability. Thus, this should not
be assumed as any pathological or abnormal pattern.
Although it is not atypical but it is prone to create risky
circumstances in which balance change occurs. In other
words, this condition can be the Achilles Heel of balance system of elderly individuals in real life conditions
in which they are in a dark room bearing weight on one
leg. Based on the obtained results and the significant
increase in swaying behavior, standing on a non-dominant leg with eyes shut is susceptible to the risk of falling. Hence, this should be taken into consideration as an
important aspect of elderly balance, even those who are
healthy and active.
Early detection is an important issue in promoting balance in elderly individuals. This can be made possible
only by applying special test conditions to instigate
balance system to reveal its efficacy and inefficiency.
One of these mentioned conditions is non-dominant leg
stance with eyes closed. During condition ‘a’ participants showed acceptable stability in their balance and it
was not easy to distinguish those whose balance may
encounter difficulties in future. When harder tasks were
presented in condition ‘c,’ hidden and invisible problems
in balance systems became apparent.
This condition can be used to detect and categorize
those who may be at higher risk of falling in their life
so that appropriate preventive measures can be adopted to avoid probable falls in the future. Without these
interventions, the time when these balance problems
become apparent and recognizable; it is already too
late to use preventive measures. Hence, preventive
measures should be immediately initiated as soon as
balance problems are detected. Consequently, non-
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dominant stance with eyes shut should receive extra
attention in conventional balance assessment procedures among the elderly.
If ignored or neglected, this may further increase the
risk of fall as the person ages. Therefore, condition ‘c’ is
suggested to be considered as an integral part of routine
clinical and professional balance assessment programs.
Furthermore, its application in community sports can
be studied in future studies to identify and imply it on a
larger scale. It is also questionable whether elderly could
conquer this challenge if they were used to performing
postural task with eyes shut during their youth. The found
differences between condition ‘a’ and ‘c’ are in agreement
with the findings reported by Teasdale [7] and Eikma [15].
The findings of the present study are also in line with
the opinion of Brocklehurst et al. [16], Black et al. [17]
and Diener et al. [18], according to which normal individuals’ COP increases when they close their eyes.
The current study result shows increased sway in the
eyes shut condition which corresponds with earlier
findings of Blaszczyk [19]. Based on the findings in
existing articles and the current study, eyes shut stance
should become a high priority condition in fall prevention agenda.
Regarding the differences between condition ‘b’ and
‘c’, there are two issues of dual task performance in condition ‘b’ as compared with the eyes shut condition ‘c’.
According to the analysis of changes in the four linear
variables, swaying was considerably less in dual task
condition with open eyes. One possible explanation for
such behavior is the availability of visual source in condition ‘b’. It is supposed that the dual task diverts the
individual’s attention from postural task, due to which
postural task becomes automatic [20].
This phenomenon was also observed in the present
study and is quite evident from the results presented in
Figure 1, 2, 3, and 4. Another decline from condition ‘c’
to ‘d’ due to dual task effect was also recorded. However,
this decrease was not statistically significant, but it was
worth mentioning to support the difference between conditions ‘b’ and ‘c’, and thereby showcasing the effects of
dual task performance.
Effects of dual task represented in Figures 1, 2, 3 and
4 demonstrate reducer effect. The decreased amount of
sway refers to dual task effect. When eyes were closed
during conditions ‘c’ and ‘d’, dual task reduced the sway
to a lower amount. Therefore, dual task is accompanied
by a decrease in the amount of sway that creates its own
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special pattern. Investigators can also consider this new
concept of synergistic association between postural and
cognitive tasks, especially because it seems to negate the
pre-assumed notion of competition for attentional sources between them [21].
The clinical implication of such dual tasks involves
its prescription during hard and challenging postural
conditions so as to control swaying due to increased
automaticity. These findings are in line with Swan’s
[22] point of view about balance enhancement by performing a secondary cognitive dual task. During dual
task performance, individuals would experience a major contraction in all body muscles so that swaying
can be controlled and the participants are available for
answering the stimuli while maintaining balance. As
a result the participants swayed less during dual task
conditions and they survived the difficult situation.
However, there is a flip side to this coin, decreased
sway induced by freezing or damping effect may decrease the degree of freedom of the balance system of
the participants. Hence, this interpretation of decreased
sway by dual task is complicated. The persisting ambiguity of its implication left the question of whether dual
tasks help in improving balance of elderly individuals
still unanswered. In fact, decreased sway in patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease [23, 24] has created a
new domain for debate against the traditional interpretation of decreased sway as an indicator of good balance.
Differences between conditions ‘a’ and ‘d’ and conditions ‘b’ and ‘d’ was mainly due to eyes shut effect during
condition ‘d’. Closing the eyes increased the sway of the
participants in the conditions ‘a’ and ‘b’. One of the participants could not complete the condition ‘b, while condition ‘d’ could not be completed by four participants.
The failure of participants to accomplish the tasks is in
agreement with Woollacott’s [11] propositions, according to which elderly individuals may lose their balance
when somatosensory and visual inputs are manipulated.
Another explanation for this is based on special terms
and instruction of standing, including non-weight bearing leg not touching the force plate or not making small
leaps while standing on one leg.
According to Jonsson, changes in force and muscular
parts were also found to contribute to loss of balance
during one leg stance. Furthermore, it was also proposed
that the first 5 seconds of one leg standing are the most
precarious and perilous phase during which the difficulty of maintaining balance and one leg standing is at
its highest [25]. This dynamic phase of transition from
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double leg to one leg standing is one of the most determinative challenges to the functional maintenance of the
balance system. This very reason was considered as the
major contributing factor behind the inability of healthy
participants to start and hold their one leg stand. These
propositions are also in agreement with that of Bohannon and Briggs et al., who found that single limb stance
is difficult for the elderly [26, 27].
These findings were also congruent with the results obtained by Bryant, according to which over half of the
study participants were at the time of retirement failed to
finish all three one leg stance tests [28]. Another explanation to this could be the increasing levels of difficulty
of conditions ‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘d’ as compared to condition
‘a’. Zeynalzadeh et al. found that double leg stance of
healthy elderly is susceptible to changes only in the presence of two simultaneous challenges - visual deprivation
and dual task. As opposed to the double leg stance, one
leg stance was found to be more prone to internal and
external inputs and manipulations [29].
Another crucial aspect that influences one leg standing is the ankle strategy [30]. Mediolateral and anterior-posterior sway highlights the importance of evertor/invertor and dorsi/plantar flexor muscle activity. In
fact, the reason behind the inability of the participants
to accomplish the one leg stance was the failure of
ankle strategy and failure to show feet-in-place response. These participants mainly used the stepping
strategy, were unable to manage sway by concentrated
muscle activity in the ankle region or could not follow
the pendulum model. One specific point that needs to
be considered while planning any balance program is
to devise suitable methods for training or strengthening ankle muscles. New insight into mediolateral and
anterior-posterior characters may help in increasing
the levels of awareness on development of evidence
based and science driven health promotion perspective and plans.
As far as studies on the nonlinear aspects of balance
are concerned, the balance pattern is fascinatingly different from linear variable change patterns. Firstly, the
recorded values of Entropy X were not significantly different. It showed that although participant’s sways were
different during four conditions, but the hidden nature
of sway regularity was not significantly different in the
frontal plane. Secondly, the only significant difference
between conditions ‘a’ and ‘c’ was for Entropy Y. Different levels of predictability and degree of freedom for
these two conditions were shown.
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5. Conclusion
The major reason behind the differences of pattern between linear and nonlinear variables was that the balance
characteristics and dynamics were beyond the sway displacement dependent amounts (linear variable). Furthermore, it was also influenced by the regularity of sway
movements and its predictability (non-linear variable)
thereby disclosing subtle substrate mechanisms. In other
words, linear variables filter the sway displacement in
a quantitative manner, while nonlinear variables regardless of the sway amount represent the sway regularity
pattern changes concerning the complexity of pattern
and underlying random features. Hence, it is recommended to study these linear and non-linear postural
variables together in a balance study to reveal the explicit and implicit underlying patterns of the same.
The last point is related to cognitive dual task performance of Stroop test. There were no significant differences between cognitive performance of auditory Stroop
between conditions ‘b’ and ‘d’. It was also found that
the participants’ reaction time was less during eyes shut
condition ‘d’ as compared to the open eyes condition ‘b’.
However, error ratio was higher during closed eyes condition “d’ than that of ‘b’. Since the result about the reaction time and error ratio were not significantly different,
it would be better to avoid deducing any rigid or absolute
interpretation from them. It can only be supposed that
concurrent cognitive auditory Stroop task performance
was not significantly different between condition ‘b’ and
‘d’, and in fact, it was not influenced by visual input being present or absent.
One leg standing is a very challenging condition with
the primary challenge of decreased somatosensory input
of one leg. It is suggested as one of the most informative
test condition by adding extra challenges such as; dual task
or visual deprivation. Increased level of difficulty during
one leg stance would increase responsiveness of one leg
standing to screen balancing problems when elderly do not
show balance problem during merely one leg standing.
Non-dominant leg did not show constant and stable
balance pattern during dual task conditions concurrent
with visual manipulation. Since the most vulnerable
condition was eyes shut condition, it is seriously recommended to be monitored. Its vulnerability and susceptibility among the elderly may turn it into an Achilles heel
of balance system. It is recommended that fall prevention strategies should concentrate on such conditions, it
is highly recommended that non-dominant leg standing
with closed eyes be included in enablement programs
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and empowerment protocols of a capable balance system. Furthermore, dual task was proved to be a sway
modulator which can be used during performing difficult postural tasks to make balance more automatic and
less dependent on conscious cognitive sources which
may sometimes deviate the attention of the individual
towards the second task.
The most important limitation of the study was restricted access to the force plate due to limited and scheduled
time assigned to use it. Though the present study helped
in the identification of specific dual task conditions that
may pose a risk on the balance of elderly individuals,
even in real life, it is important to note that all the participants had left leg as the non-dominant leg. Hence, it
is highly recommended that similar studies in which participants with right non-dominant leg are also included,
be conducted. Increased level of difficulty is also suggested to be an integral part of assessment procedures as
shown to be effective in this study, but their applicability
as clinical intervention methods needs to be investigated
in future studies. Comparative analysis of the underlying
factors and risks associated right and left non-dominant
legs should also be explored in future studies.
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